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 The income from pharmaceutical manufacturers is legal, taxed and traceable; why disclose it to the public? 

 Medical science is developing at an incredible pace, therefore it is very important that as many doctors receive training about 
the latest therapies as possible, as soon as possible. It is a valid expectation of my patients to know if my knowledge is up-to-date. 
They can see from disclosure that I update my knowledge at international conferences learning from top presenters and at advanced 
training courses. Who wants to go to a doctor with outdated knowledge? 
 

 Still, payments are usually not public, on the contrary, they are considered trade secrets in the private sector. 

 We have nothing to hide – neither I, nor my colleagues. Information about us is disclosed with our personal permission. 
 

 The disclosure based on the Transparency Code raises suspicions that the cooperation between the pharmaceutical industry 
and doctors has not been ethical and legal thus far. 

 Pharmaceutical research and development for the healing and better quality of life of patients is not possible without 
cooperation between pharmaceutical manufacturers and doctors. When taking part in clinical trials and providing feedback to 
manufacturers about a certain active ingredient, we carry out this extra work based on fair and legal agreements in addition to our 
everyday tasks. We receive the disclosed sums for extra tasks carried out in addition to healing. 
 

 The disclosure can be understood as the manufacturers trying to improve their reputation at the expense of doctors, and that 
they put doctors in an uncomfortable situation by disclosing their income. 

 I don’t see anything wrong with patients being aware of the fact that the cooperation of doctors and the pharmaceutical 
industry is needed for their care. To me and to the society of Hungarian doctors, pharmaceutical development means a certain 
scientific prestige. 
 

 Is it possible that certain manufacturers disclose data about payments to doctors in different ways, calculating different 
incomes? Could disclosed information be distorted in such a way? 

 Being a doctor, it is important for me to have access to new therapeutic information in my field, and to use my knowledge in 
developing new active ingredients. I have the control over giving permission to disclose my data, I can check them, and ask for a 
correction if I do not agree with the information disclosed about me. 
 

 Won’t the disclosure discourage doctors from cooperating with the pharmaceutical industry? Won’t giving permission for 
disclosure mean a disadvantage for doctors? 

 Our cooperation with the pharmaceutical industry goes two ways. On the one hand, we help pharmaceutical development and 
application with our professional experience, and on the other hand pharmaceutical manufacturers provide us with access to training 
courses, and information as well as the best therapeutic practices based on the latest scientific facts. The development of these skills 
can only be financed by the industry. Moreover, we are informed at international conferences and training courses about the 
therapeutic fields where development or a breakthrough is expected. Furthermore, through participation in clinical trials, we may 
contribute to these breakthroughs ourselves, and we receive information on the findings about new, original active ingredients, or 
even about promising research that gives hope to our patients. Patients participating in clinical trials receive the most advanced 
innovative therapies as soon as possible, for free. Continuous training is indispensable for us, as without it, medical knowledge gets 
outdated in 3–5 years, and that cannot be in the interest of any doctors. 
 

 The wages of Hungarian healthcare workers, which are known to be very low, is often talked about nowadays, but if 
pharmaceutical manufacturers provide extra income for them, then their situation is not so bad any more. 

 As the director of a hospital, I am convinced that it is our common interest that doctors find their worth in Hungary. As 
educators, researchers and counsellors, we receive income for professionally forward-looking activities, which cannot be objected 
to. In Hungarian hospitals, the way to keep highly qualified human resources at the current wages for public servants is to allow such 
extra work. As a doctor, my answer is that doctors work for this income in line with the fair market price. If they weren’t able to 
participate in cutting-edge training courses and clinical trials, then they wouldn’t be able to make a living from their salaries, and 
couldn’t follow their professional plans and desires. In this case, probably more people would be forced to leave Hungary to work 
abroad. 
 

 Are Hungarian clinical trials threatened by the Code? 

 Increased transparency is the interest of our patients, as this way they understand the background to their scientific care. The 
reason for this is that clinical trials don’t only mean income for the institutions, but they also make it possible for patients to access 
lifesaving medicines. For example, at the National Institute of Oncology, 40 percent of breast cancer patients participate in clinical 
trials and have access to state-of-the-art treatments. Clinical trials are the bridge between theoretical pharmaceutical research and 
the clinical practice of patient care. 
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From 30 June, anyone can learn about the benefits received by doctors and healthcare institutions from innovative pharmaceutical 
manufacturers. Based on the Transparency Code, pharmaceutical manufacturers will disclose their payments relating to advanced training of 
physicians, funding of professional events, clinical trials, and scientific collaboration, such as lectures or professional activities. Many say that 
transparency strengthens trust, but some may be afraid of publicity. György Velkey, Deputy Chair of the Hungarian Hospital Association answers 
the same questions about the advantages and pitfalls of transparency that we have asked the Director of the Association of Innovative 
Pharmaceutical Manufacturers. 
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